Abstract. Traffic forecast is the basis of traffic planning. And it is an important basis for determining the road traffic network structure layout, capacity and provincial corridor layout. The accuracy level of the model and algorithm directly restricts the reasonable degree and scientific level of traffic network planning. Because of the traditional four stages model has the shortage of single forecast process, this paper considers the travel time under the condition of traffic congestion when forecast traffic distribution. Therefore, this paper puts forward the circular forecast flow method. The direct relationship between traffic distribution and traffic forecast is established, which makes the traffic forecast model closer to the reality.
Introduction
Traffic forecast is one of the bases of traffic planning, while traffic forecast model is the means and basis of traffic forecast. The reasonable degree of traffic forecast model determines the accuracy and reliability of the future traffic trend and the traffic planner's decision-making [1, 2] .
Highway traffic forecast make quantitative and qualitative inferences on highway traffic and passenger and freight transport [3] [4] [5] in the coming period based on scientific forecast method and existing experience.This paper improved and calibrated the model and established a direct connection between traffic distribution and forecast.
Model

Traffic Generation Forecast Model 1)
The elastic coefficient method. The model is expressed as follows.
(1 )
Where, y t is the prediction value of the prediction object y at the time t; t y  is the value of the prediction object y at the current moment; i (%) is the average growth rate of the forecast object in the past period of time; i (%) is the average growth rate of the forecast object in a future period of time. The formula is as follows. Growth rate of traffic volume = Elastic coefficient × Growth rate of GDP 2) Calibration of model parameters. The calibration process of the model parameters is as follows:
Step 1: Suppose the elastic coefficient is 1.0, passenger transport generation volume in each traffic zone in 2010 is obtained by elastic coefficient method.
Step 2: Compare the actual value of traffic in each zone.
Step 3: Calculate the cumulative error under the above elastic coefficient according to the above cumulative error formula.
Step 4: Adjust the elastic coefficient based on the observation results of the step 2.
Step 5: Repeat the above steps.
Step 6: Repeat the above steps until the cumulative error is minimal. The elastic coefficient of passenger transport generation in Zhejiang Province from 2004 to 2010 is shown in Table I . 
Traffic Distribution Forecast Model.
The dual-constrained gravity model is as follows.
Taking the power exponent traffic impedance function
as an example, the calculation process is as follows.
① Let k=0, k is the times of calculation.
② The least square method can be used to calculate  .
⑤ Judgment the convergence. End the calculation if satisfy the following formula, else let 1 kk  , return to step 2 recalculate.
The impedance function is composite function (Gamma function), and model parameters a=1.0369，b=-0.6010，c=0.0362. 
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The calculation process is as follows.
Step 1: Initialization. Make random assignment to obtain the traffic assignment volume 1 a x of each section.
Step 2: Calculate the travel time of each section according to the current traffic assignment volume n a x of each section.
Step 3: Calculate the travel time.
Step 4: Use weighted average method to calculate the current traffic volume n a x of each section.
Step 5: Stop the calculation if the difference between Step size formula is as follows.
Where, a n is step size. n is number of iteration. k 1 , k 2 is constant. k 1 , k 2 should satisfy the following two conditions. Calculate the growth rate of passenger and freight transportation. The results are as shown in Table III . The generation volume and attraction volume in each region in each year is shown as 
Conclusion
The method and model of each stage of traffic forecast is deeply analyzed and improved the traditional four stages model. Thus, the direct relation between traffic distribution and traffic forecast is established. Then calibrated the existing models and determined the road network operation parameters according to the actual traffic characteristics of Zhejiang Province. networks for traffic forecast." Molecular Pharmacology, vol. 62, pp. 5983-5988, 2011.
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